These best quality round faced flint locks originated in the 1730 to 1770 era. Today they are made in the U.S.A. by the famous Jim Chambers.

Our deluxe “English Fowler” lock features a decorative moulding around the plate and cock. The pan’s raised rim overlaps the pan cover recess, an early weatherproof feature, to keep priming dry.

Our undecorated “Virginia Fowler” lock is modeled after a fine antique lock found on a fowling gun in the Williamsburg collection.

Larger than a Siler lock, early London style fowler locks were used on colonial American longrifles and fowling guns. The tall cock sweeps a wide arc, making these larger locks among the best sparking locks we’ve ever offered. The pan has a bridle arm to support the frizzen screw. The plate has an integral pan, and the frizzen is tightly fitted.

Fitted with a large fly detent, this lock works equally well with set or plain triggers. A powerful mainspring engages the cam action tumbler. Bearing shoulders on the tumbler and sear minimize friction, to focus all energy into speed and sparks. Notice the long sear spring, which hides the sear spring screw behind the flint cock.

Order a dozen of our best English 7/8” gun flints.

#Lock-EF-FR  English Fowler lock, moulded edge  $139.99
#Lock-VA-FR  Virginia Fowler lock, plain edge  $139.99

Spare Parts:
#Lock-EF-FR-Pl  lock plate, 6.07 x 1.02”, wax cast  $ 22.99
#Lock-EF-FR-Fr  frizzen, as cast, recessed for pan lip  $ 12.99
#Lock-EF-FR-Fx  frizzen screw, 8-32, outside type, oval  $ 2.29
#Lock-EF-FR-Fs  frizzen spring, floral finial, front mount  $ 18.99
#Lock-EF-FR-Fsx  frizzen spring screw, 8-32, .670” long  $ 2.29
#Lock-EF-FR-Co  cock, 1.675” throw, tapped 1/4-20  $ 24.99
#Lock-EF-FR-Tj  top jaw, .975 x 1.03”, alignment stud  $ 9.99
#Lock-EF-FR-Tjx  top jaw screw, fancy, 1/4-20, slotted  $ 4.50
#Lock-EF-FR-Tu  tumbler, cut for fly, tempered  $ 19.99
#Lock-EF-FR-Tx  tumbler screw, 8-32, .455”, dome head  $ 3.75
#Lock-EF-Fr-I  fly detent, tempered  $ 8.50
#Lock-EF-Fr-Br  bridle, as cast, to drill in place  $ 9.50
#Lock-EF-Fr-Bx  bridle screw, .630”, .265” head, 8-32  $ 2.29
#Lock-EF-Fr-Be  sear, use 8-32 screw  $ 15.50
#Lock-EF-Fr-Sx  sear screw, .685” long, 8-32  $ 2.29
#Lock-EF-Fr-Ss  sear spring, tempered, long upper arm  $ 12.99
#Lock-EF-Fr-Ssx  sear spring screw, .460”, 8-32 thread  $ 2.29
#Lock-EF-Fr-Ms  mainspring, tempered  $ 18.99

Parts for the Virginia Fowler flint lock:
Use English Fowler internal parts, except for these unique parts.
#Lock-VA-FR-Pl  lock plate, 6.07 x 1.02”, wax cast  $ 22.99
#Lock-VA-FR-Co  cock, tapped 1/4-20  $ 24.99
#Lock-VA-FR-Fr  frizzen, tempered  $ 26.99
#Lock-VA-FR-Fr  frizzen, as cast  $ 12.99

#Lock-VA-FR  Virginia Fowler flint lock with plain edges  $139.99
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